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Detection of an Ultralow Velocity Zone at the CMB Using Diffracted PKKPab Waves

Sebastian Rost, Edward Garnero • Arizona State University

Seismic phases diffracted around Earthʼs core contain direct information about lowermost mantle wave speeds. By 
measuring the slowness or ray parameter of incident diffracted energy from array recordings, seismic velocity along the dif-
fracted path can be estimated. Here we apply this principle to diffraction of the major arc seismic phase PKKPab recorded at 
the Canadian Yellowknife array to study P-wave velocity variations along the core-mantle boundary. We observe PKKPab

diff 
about 7.5 degrees past the ray-theoretical cut-off distance for PKKPab 
in array processed seismic data. We utilize 330 western Pacifi c rim 
earthquakes which sample the deepest mantle beneath the northern 
Atlantic or the south Pacifi c Ocean. Slowness and backazimuth 
values are measured by applying frequency-wavenumber analysis to 
the array data. Mapping PKKPab

diff slowness estimates to the lower-
most mantle yields 4 to 19% P-wave velocity reductions relative to 
PREM, in good agreement with the magnitude of velocity reductions 
commonly mapped in ultra-low velocity zones. The PKKPab

diff slow-
ness and backazimuth variations combined with results from previous 
studies imply that the lowered velocities solely occur at the base of 
the mantle beneath the northern Atlantic Ocean, along the receiver 
sides of raypaths. PKKPab

diff array measurements thus hold important 
potential for mapping ultra-low velocity zone structure in as-of-
yet unprobed regions of the lower mantle, as well as for providing 
independent information about lower mantle structure to be used in 
combination with established probes in previously studied regions.
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a) Raw YKA recordings for the event on April 1st 1991 UTC 
05:25 (source depth h = 90 km).  The time window from P 
to PKKP for all 18 recording stations of the array are shown.  
Epicentral distance to YKA is 95.63 deg, with a backazimuth 
of 270.35 deg.  Recordings of the short-period vertical instru-
ments with a dominant period of ~1s are shown.  b) Zoom 
into the PKKP time window for the same event.  Amplitudes 
are normalized to the PKKPbc amplitudes.  Note the apparent 
lower frequency content of PKKPab

diff due to the loss of higher 
frequencies from diffraction.

Earthquake (black circles) to receiver (YKA, black triangle) geometries 
for data analyzed in this study.  Also shown are PKKP raypaths along 
the major arc of the great-circle path (grey lines), and PKKPbc CMB 
entry, exit, and mid-refl ection points (grey diamonds).  Diffracted arc 
lengths PKKPab

diff for earthquakes in Table 1 are also shown (thick black 
line segments).


